
die WEINTRAUBE
the newsletter of the Hudson Valley Region of the Porsche Club of America

Troubling News From 
Lime Rock
     On Saturday July 7, I arrived home from an ex-
citing ALMS race at Lime Rock to find a major but 
potentially unfortunate—for the Hudson Valley Re-
gion—Lime Rock Park press release in my e-mail.     
 Skip Barber was announcing an interesting and 
extensive plan to ensure the continued existence of 
the racetrack that he has owned since 1987, now 
that the land it sits amid is becoming increasingly 
valuable simply as real estate.
     Fearing that it could become a golf course sur-
rounded by hillside McMansions and condos, Bar-
ber has pre-empted the potential developers by 
saying that he is looking for a maximum of 300 
track-car enthusiasts to pay $110,000 apiece (in-
cluding tax) for a 50-year membership in “Lime 
Rock Park the Club” that would guarantee them a 

choice of some 60 days a year of private-group 
track time.  Monthly dues will be $550, and each 
member will get 20 track days a year—a dozen 
during the summer prime time and another eight in 
the spring and fall.
     The memberships will be resellable (through 
LRP) if a buyer decides he or she has had enough 
lapping after, say, five years, and they can also be 
passed down through a member’s family.
     Some say Barber can’t possibly find 300 motor-
sports enthusiasts willing to pay $110,000 for 
membership, but I wouldn’t bet against him: $110K 
is the price of a well-optioned C4, after all, and 
there seem to be plenty of people in this area who 
can afford those.  (My own question would be how 
many people want to spend 20 days a year running 
round and round the same mile and a half of asphalt 
even if it is the classic Lime Rock track, and for how 
many years they want to do it.)
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     On the Monday following Barber’s Saturday an-
nouncement, HVR’s officers began actively trying to 
safeguard the region’s existing track days, which if 
nothing else will give us the advantage of being first 
in line.  Whether that matters remains to be seen, 
since Lime Rock isn’t even answering its phones for 
now.
     We have, however, gotten an e-mail from 
Lime Rock indicating that clubs will be al-
lowed to keep their future track dates but will 
have to share them with LRP Club members. 
 In other words, we’ll be alternating our run 
groups with Club run groups throughout 
each day, obviously meaning we’ll get 
roughly half as much track time as we’re 
accustomed to.  Lime Rock insists that 
track-rental costs for those days will be 
“drastically” less, however, so there is a 
bright side.  
                                        Stephan Wilkinson

From the Cockpit
     As we move into the summer, we are 
looking forward to two more driver-education 
events at Lime Rock, the first one later in 
July. Lou Dauerer, our track chair and regis-
trar, has been in charge of organizing these 
events for several years now and   ensures 
that we always have a great time. If you have driven 
with us before, you know the drill—just four run 
groups and thus  a lot of track time. In addition, you 
will not have a flagging assignment, which allows 
you to socialize between the track sessions.  If you 
have never participated and would like to give it a 
try but have some doubts or questions, please 
contact Lou or me anytime.
     We have had two events that required no sign-
up at all. There was the hospitality tent at the Lime 
Rock Club Race, co-sponsored by the Hudson Val-
ley Region and Advanced Auto.   As usual, we had 
the spot under the tree at the exit of big bend. The 
weather cooperated and the racing was exciting. 
Our region was represented by several members in 
different classes--Jeff Burger in GTC1, Ron Cohn in 
SP1 and Bill Farrell in E.  If you were not there, you 
missed out on that, as well as free food and drinks.
     The other event was the Spring Breakout at Ad-
vanced Auto, hosted by Alan Littlefield. We noticed 
the presence of several members who came to a 
Hudson Valley Region event for the very first time.  
These type of events are great if you have never 
participated and are unsure if you would like it. The 

open nature allows you to walk in and out at any 
time. Next is our annual BBQ hosted by Lou Dau-
erer, a similar happening where you can bring your 
car and family.  In addition to the food, there will be 
a popular-choice concours, so  polish up your Por-
sche and show it off.
     Our website is undergoing repair, and the re-

newed version may be up and running as you read 
this.  Please visit it for updates on our event calen-
dar, pictures of our most recent events and all other 
club-related information. The address is 
http://hv.pca.org.
     Have a great summer, and I hope to see you all 
at one of our events. 
                                                        Henk Westerduin

Geoff Ring’s Racecar
     The photo on page one is of HVR Vice-President 
Geoffrey Ring’s very impressive new racecar.  Ring 
campaigned a 700-hp ’89 911 Turbo for several 
years and then got a chance to drive a 964 Euro 
Cup car at Mosport.  It was a revelation—vastly 
better braking, more sophistication, greater comfort 
and faster in the bargain without being a brute.  “I 
decided that 170 mph with only a roll bar is not a 
wise idea,” he recalls.
     So Geoff found a 1993 Cup racecar that had 
already been partially stripped and used it as the 
basis for his new track car, to take advantage of 
Porsche’s considerable improvements in the 993 
model as well as Ring’s own capabilities as the 
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owner of Racetek Engineering—a small company 
that specializes in engine-management and data-
acquisition software and equipment.
     He decided to worship at the Church of Light-
ness and took the skuzzy chassis to Readi-Strip, in 
Allentown, Pennsylvania, where the naked 993 
platform was furiously baked and then acid-
dipped—a process that left it totally devoid of paint, 
seam sealer and undercoating (and doubtless 
somewhat lighter).
     Automobile Associates, in Canton, Connecticut, 
then built him a welded-in custom cage, and Ring 
took the framework-plus-platform home to Kingston 
to himself completely seam-weld the basic platform 
and stitch-weld everything else.  He substituted a 
$26 eBay 1969 coupe roof for the 993’s sunroof and 
welded on ’86 911 Turbo quarter-panels.
     The entire chassis was powdercoated, and then 
began the process of building up the body.  Ring 
found himself on a business trip that brought him 
close to Getty Design’s fiberglass-and-carbon-fiber 
aftermarket shop in California, and he decided for 
himself that the fit and finish of Getty’s parts is of 
the highest quality. 
      “I went with a less-is-more strategy,” Ring says.  
“Rather than run ultra-wide bodywork and the huge 
wings often found on mock-RSRs, I opted for the 
subtle factory 964RSR bodywork, which is essen-
tially a 964 Turbo with a wing.” 
     Front suspension includes 993 JRZ triple-
adjustable shocks, ERP monoball camber plates 
and front control arms, plus 993 GT2 Evo uprights.  
The rear also has ERP monoballs and spring plates. 
 Brakes are the 4-channel ABS system from a ’97 
C4S/Twin Turbo.
     Ring’s 3.8-liter engine is normally aspirated de-
spite the fact that he estimates 80 percent of his 
design and tuning experience has been on Turbos.  
He bought a ’95 993 core with about 20,000 miles 
on it, shuffle-pinned the case, installed a GT3R oil 
pump with a second scavenge port and a new 996 
GT3R crank and custom Carillo rods.  The engine 
dynos at 330 hp at the rear wheels and 275 ft. lbs. 
of torque with a broad power band from 5,500 to 
8,000 rpm.  The ECU is a MoTec 800 configured 
much like that of a Grand Am Daytona Prototype 
Porsche. 
     To learn more about Geoff’s car and see detailed 
photos, go to www.rennlist.com and search for 
“racecar project.”
                                                     Stephan Wilkinson

Two Rookies at Lime 
Rock: Rico and #84
     I ran for the first time at a Lime Rock CVR club 
race in a prepared, normally aspirated 1986 944, in 
a new class called SP1.  Both my car and I were 
rookies.
     SP1 is a PCA Club Racing spec class for 944s 
with 2.5-liter unturbocharged engines.  You’re al-
lowed to use aftermarket ECU chips and strip the 
interior.  Required tires are 15-inch Toyos on stock 
wheels with stock rear suspension and rules-
specified shocks only.
     Even though I’d been driving DE events for sev-
eral years with the same car, I was not prepared for 
the subtle differences in handling with the 15-inch 
tires.  SP1 is a special class that comes very close 

to approximating an improved stock setup with a 
weight difference allowance.  It seems to balance 
out with the smaller tires.
     Feeling out the driving characteristics of the car 
took a little time, and I’m not anywhere near where I 
think I could be.  However, the class-preparation 
rules were pleasing to the pocket.  After getting 
used to the slower times I turned at first, I almost 
forgot that I was driving a different car.  Because the 
tires’ contact patches were smaller, I drove more 
tentatively than I’d become accustomed to during 
DEs.
     I’m happy with the end results, which caused me 
to change my driving to meet the car instead of 
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assuming that I’d get exactly the same performance 
I’d become accustomed to.
     For all of you out there just starting out, remem-
ber that you are not alone.  Everyone at my first 
event helped me meet the tech-inspection require-
ments, including the event steward, Ron Mistak, 
who gave me confidence just when I was ready to 
give up.  The scrutineers—Dick Dobson, Kevin 
Gross and Jim Newton—helped make my car safe 
for racing.
     I’m going to continue racing in 
SP1, and both the car and I are 
losing weight.  My next race will be 
at the Glen, and I’m looking forward 
to more competition, and more 
s u p p o r t , i n t h e f u t u r e .                        
                                  Ricardo Diaz

[Rico Diaz suffered a leg injury soon 
after the race he describes above—
no, it wasn’t track-related—and has 
since had surgery twice, the last 
time just as he was preparing for 
this year’s racing season.  As of this 
writing, in June, he has just been 
released to race again, and we look 
forward to seeing him and #84 on 
the track again—Ed.]
 
Porsches 
Getting New 
Gearboxes
    The most interesting transmis-
sion I’ve driven is the VW/Audi 
DSG, which stands for Direct Se-
lection Gearbox.  Some call it a Di-
rect Shift Gearbox, and it’s often 
referred to as a dual-clutch gear-
box, which actually makes more 
sense.  I tried it some months ago 
in an Audi A3, and it’s pretty spec-
tacular—extremely rapid and pre-
cise shifts from a clutch-pedalless 
manual transmission.  (Tech Chair-
man Tom Florio, who also drove that car, was 
equally impressed.)  
     Word is that DSGs will be going into Porsches as 
well.  They’re not yet announcing when, but I’d 
guess probably in something like 2010 models.
     A 911 version is obviously going to have to be a 
lot beefier than the six-speed that’s in the A3 and 
the VW GTI and Jetta GLI, currently the only cars 

that offer a DSG in the U. S., which is one reason 
why it’s not going to happen immediately.  I also 
wouldn’t be surprised if Porsche’s is an eight-
speed.
     Here’s how it works: a six-speed DSG consists 
of two parallel cassettes of three speeds each.  (An 
eight would have two four-speed sets.)  One cas-
sette has first, third and fifth; the other has second, 
fourth and sixth.   Between them is a double input 

shaft consisting of a hollow outer shaft and inside it 
a solid inner shaft.  The shafts lead to a concentric 
dual clutch.  One shaft works one of the clutches, 
the second one works the other clutch; the pair of 
clutches is essentially a single multiplate unit. 
     One of the gear cassettes turns one of the input 
shafts and its clutch, the other turns—obvi-
ously—the other one.
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     Shift into first (either by putting the shifter into D 
at a standstill or by selecting first with a steering-
wheel paddle) and that gear is energized.  And at 
the same time, the other cassette pre-shifts into 
second.  When you reach your upshift point in first, 
the second clutch instantly engages the already-
selected second, and the first set of gears pre-shifts 
into third.  And so forth.
     The transmission’s electronic controller 
senses whether you’re looking for an up-
shift or a downshift—it automatically 
double-clutches and power-matches on 
downshifts—and it’ll skip gears if neces-
sary. 
     Understand that even though a DSG 
doesn’t have a clutch pedal or a conven-
tional gear-selector lever, this is a me-
chanical gearbox, not an automatic; it’s 
just that the clutches are operated, and the 
gears selected, electro-hydraulically rather 
than by your left foot and right hand.
     When Porsche puts DSGs in its road 
cars, it will actually be the second time 
around for the concept.  The Type 919 
transmission, developed in the late 1960s, 
was a DSG that was intended to be the 
gearbox that ultimately became the Tip-
tronic.  In the 1980s, a competition version 
was used in some 956 and 962 racecars, 
because one cool characteristic of the 
DSG concept is that it can be shifted under 
full throttle.  That means a turbocharged 
engine stays fully spooled up all the time.
     Porsche called it the PDK (Porsche Doppelkup-
plungsgetreibe, or Porsche Double-Clutch Gear-
box—don’t you just love those German freight-train 
words?)     
     Interestingly, Porsche didn’t invent the PDK, or 
the DSG. Frenchman, Adolphe Kégresse, is respon-
sible for the idea.  Kégresse was the inventor, in 
1913, of what became the half-track military vehi-
cle.  In the 1920s, he went to work for Citroen, 
where he continued to work on half-tracks and in 
1935 invented the DSG.  Even more interesting is 
that in 1939, Kégresse was responsible for the very 
first guidable smart bomb.
                                                     Stephan Wilkinson

Spring Breakout ’07 
     The revised Spring Breakout held on May 12 at 
Tom Florio’s splendid Advanced Auto shop in Vail’s 
Gate was a great success.  Thirty-seven HVR mem-

bers including half a dozen new members and first-
time attendees enjoyed each others’ company and 
seemed to delight in sharing notes on all the inter-
esting Porsches that were present.  (Some even 
deigned to cast a glance at the super-quick Subaru 
WRX STi press car that Steve Wilkinson brought to 
the event, using the weak excuse that at least it had 
a boxer engine.)

     Chef Boyarflorio did it again with his magic gril-
lework, and a great big thank-you goes to Tom and 
his wife, Gianna, for again hosting this event.  Rico 
Diaz actually provided the grille and did most of the 
grunt-work that went into setting up the tent and 
gathering and preparing the food, and her deserves 
a huge accolade.  A lot of work was also do by Lou 
Dauerer and by John and Jodi Barna, also much 
appreciated.
     Henk Westerduin, the President of the HVR, 
brought a bunch of PCA Club Racing shorts that 
were presented to the first-time attendees, who 
were surprised and delighted to receive them.
     As for me, I enjoyed getting involved in club ac-
tivities again and hope to come up with some inter-
esting trips and functions for the future.  Stay tuned 
to our newly-revised website, soon to go on line, for 
future dates and information. 
                                                       Allen K. Littlefield
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GET LOST
     What’s the silliest, most overpriced new-car op-
tion you can buy?  Do I hear ceramic brakes?  Ac-
tually, it’s an in-panel GPS nav system.
     Think about it: by the time a manufacturer 
chooses a system, engineers the installation and 
introduces the car—typically a minimum of three 
years—makers of aftermarket portable units such 
as Garmin, Magellan and TomTom are a couple of 
generations and several software iterations ahead 
of them, in tiny units the size of an iPod.  And your 
in-dash nav system stays in the car.  You can’t take 
it for a walk through a city.  You can’t put it in your 
saddlepack for a bike ride through unfamiliar coun-
try.  You can’t carry it with you to Europe, where you 
really need GPS nav, to use in a rental car.
     In-car systems cost thousands.  Far more capa-
ble portables cost hundreds.  You’re stuck with an 

in-car system for the life of the car, which will al-
most certainly extend past the time when $800 
portables are offering 3D street-level photo-views 
and Google Earth topo.  Portables can easily be 
upgraded and are cheap enough that you can move 
on to the next level any time you wish.
     I recently tested Garmin’s newest Nüvi 680 unit 
for Conde Nast Traveler Magazine—I’m their con-
sulting auto editor—and it’s one of those pieces of 
electronics that makes you stand back and say, 
“How do they do that???”  At least it makes me say 
that, since I’m still stunned that my desktop Mac 

can speak and show movies.  (How do they do 
that???) 
     In a package about the size and thickness of a 
shirtpocket memo pad—and a substantial,  brightly 
colored display screen that pretty much covers its 
front surface—Garmin has loaded all of the nav ca-
pability anybody will ever need, including both 
bird’s-eye and map views and both on-screen and 
spoken guidance.  (Nor is the voice robotic; it’s 
quite normal, though Californians say the electric 
lady’s attempts to pronounce Spanish street names 
are pretty amusing.)
     The unit has a full trip computer with half a 
dozen readouts including one that records your 
maximum speed attained during the journey, which 
GT3 owners will appreciate.  There’s also a real-time 
speedometer display that at least in my car is ab-
solutely dead-nuts accurate.
     The Nüvi 680 functions as a Bluetooth link for 
hands-free phoning and can be loaded with up to 
700 MB  of MP3 tunes and audiobooks that’ll play 
through your car’s audio system via the Nüvi’s in-
ternal FM transmitter.  And then there’s incidental 
but cool stuff like a foreign-language translator that 
knows English, French, Spanish, German, Italian 
and Portuguese.  It is loaded with 17,000 words and 
20,000 phrases that you can find either by spelling 
in keywords (“food,” “racetrack,” “gas” and count-
less others, though I got zero returns for “sex”…).
     There’s way more as well, for the 680 is Garmin’s 
most complex Nüvi.  There are nine simpler ver-
sions as well, ranging all the way down to the basic 
navigator Nüvi 200, but the nice thing is that the 
GPS part is identical in all 10 units; more money 
doesn’t buy you more accuracy or a fancier display.
     Street price of the 680 is about $750.  You can 
get some of the simpler units for low $300s, but be 
careful that they’re brand new and not “refur-
bished.”  Refurbishing can mean simply putting into 
a sealed new box a unit that a customer returned 
for a refund before ever using it, which can mean a 
bargain, but it can also mean you’ll get several-
years-old map software, which will cost another $75 
to update.
                                                     Stephan Wilkinson

Letters From Our 
Members
     Today I visited my snail-mail box in Millbrook, 
New York and in addition to the most recent issue 
of Excellence found die Weintraube.  Suffice it to 
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say, I was delighted to find another Porsche-
oriented piece of paper printed with real ink and 
actual color photos—which for me is much better 
than sitting on the couch with a laptop and a wire-
less modem.
     I’m obviously a PCA member and by default a 
part of the HVR, but I’m really not a “joiner.”  That 
said, die Weintraube caught my eye, and now I’m 
going to attend the May 12 Spring Breakout listed in 
the newsletter as my first Club experience.
     I sincerely enjoyed receiving and reading the 
newsletter.  Thanks for helping to get it out.
                                                                 Ken Cohen

     Back when we organized the HVR, our sponsor-
ing region, NNJR, told us we needed to have a 
monthly newsletter.  Using the ditto machine at my 
wife’s school, we created one.  If you ever saw what 
came off a ditto machine, you would know why we 
wanted something better.  One of our members was 
a printer and offered to print it at cost—really for 
much less—and did it for about 15 years.
     We needed a name, and one of our members 
was an officer stationed at West Point who had 
spent years in Germany.  He provided the German 
translation of the name we came up with.  The rea-
son “die Weintrube” makes no sense to you is the 
translation you’re using—“a bunch of grapes.”  
Ours was “the Grapevine.”  As the name of a 
newsletter to pass on information, it made sense.
     I wish I could show you the cover design, but I 
gave my collection of back newsletters to Allen 
Littlefield several years ago; he may still have them.  
As a club, we did a poor job of history-keeping, 
while NNJR has kept a scrapbook for every year 
that contains pictures and reports from every single 
chairperson of everything they have ever done.  It is 
too bad we never did the same.
                                                             Tom Scannell
(Uh-oh…we may need a new logo: the German for 
“Grapevine” is “die Weinstock.”--Ed.)

     I live in Middletown and have been a member of 
the HVR for two years now.  I own an ’87 Carrera, 
and visit the forums at Pelican and Rennlist, al-
though I don’t often jump into the discussions; they 
can get crazy!
     I was pleased to get die Weintraube in the mail, 
and even more pleased to see that you were 
reaching out for feedback from the members.
     Last spring, I went to a “DE 101” presentation at 
Advanced Auto and thereafter did my first HVR 

track day, with the 911, at Lime Rock.  It was a ter-
rific day, the people were great, and I left the track 
wanting to do more.  A couple of months later, I did 
another DE with the Poughkeepsie Sports Car Club, 
at Pocono—again a great day.  For a variety of rea-
sons I wasn’t able to do any PCA events this year, 
but I did do another at Pocono with the PSCC.
     The DEs are fun, but my budget is limited.  I’d be 
glad to help out with just about any kind of club 
activity—it’s the best way to make new friends that 
I’ve found, and that’s really what I’d like to get from 
the club.
     I was a rallymaster for the old Orange County 
Autosport Club, and my wife and I managed to pick 
up our fair share of trophies in our old Datsun 510.  I 
have no interest in driving autocrosses, but I’ve de-
signed courses and would be willing to help with 
timing or whatever.  But casual weekend drives, 
especially, would be absolutely fantastic.  I fre-
quently go for three- and four-hour drives on Satur-
days alone, since my wife works on Saturdays and 
we have no children, and I usually never see an-
other Porsche the whole time.
     Sunday rides with my wife work too—even a 
short run to a local ice-cream stand for a couple of 
hours in the evening is great.  Anyway, I think you 
get the idea—casual club day rides on weekends 
get my vote.
                                                          Daniel Woodruff   

Upcoming Events
Thursday, July 26, Lime Rock DE

Monday, August 13, HVR board meeting, River 
Bank restaurant, Cornwall-on-Hudson
 
Monday, September 10, HVR board meeting, River 
Bank restaurant, Cornwall-on-Hudson 

Thursday, September 13, Lime Rock DE

Saturday, September 15, HVR Barbeque, 11 Ander-
son Road, Gardiner, New York

Monday, October 8, HVR board meeting, River 
Bank restaurant, Cornwall-on-Hudson

Note: all members who are not officers or directors 
who wish to attend a  board meeting should call 
Stephan Wilkinson at 845 534-7601 by the preced-
ing Friday to assure that there is space available.
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safety first
     Another DE season is underway, and many of us are considering what modifications to make to our cars. 
Safety should be the first improvement made to any car driven on the track. Helmets, neck braces, roll bars, 
seats and harnesses should be the initial focus, because your health is more fragile than your car and not so 
easily replaced.
     After these purchases are made, then focus on getting as much seat time as possible, because there’s no 
substitute for experience.  The more you drive on the track, the more consistent you will become. Consis-
tency breeds speed, and speed will reveal your car’s deficiencies. At this point, consider making mechanical 
upgrades to the car. Perform these on an incremental basis, so you’ll feel and appreciate the difference with 
each change made. When you make multiple changes to your car at once, you can’t determine the effect of 
each modification. 
     We have successfully completed two HVR events thus far. The weather at our March event left us chilly, 
but at least it was dry. Our advanced DE at Watkins Glen in May with Hudson Champlain Region was warm 
and wet. I guarantee that we won't have to worry about the temperature at our July 26 Lime Rock event. 
     For those of you new to the PCA and new to DE, I suggest you mark your calendar for July 26 and/or 
September 13 and plan on coming to the track for the day to see what Driver Education is all about. Even if 
you don't drive on the track, I promise you will enjoy yourself more than you would at the office. If you want to 
register to drive, please do so soon, as the novice group is filling up.      
     At our July event, we hope to inaugurate a "Taste of the Track" program to allow participants to ride with 
an instructor around the track at speed to see what all this talk of smoothness, turning in, apexing and track-
ing out is all about. We will provide the helmets. We will have more information and applications for this avail-
able soon.  Hope to see you there!
                                                                                                                                        Lou Dauerer, Track Chair
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